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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning.I know that you are all here because you want to change world.To make STEM more inclusive, productive, and impactful for the country.I’m like you.  I got into this work because I thought the world needed changing.And I still do.
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Flashback – 1980s… 
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• A Nation at Risk 
• Savage Inequalities 
• A Place Called School 

Dire Consequences 
• Democracy/economy at serious risk 
• Perpetuate inequality 
• Unacceptable gaps in achievement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s have a flashback.That happens from time to time.I have been in education since the 1980’s.Memorable music, fashion, and renewed attention of the effectiveness of american schools.A place called school showed how schools were based on a outdated organizational model.JK showed huge inefquities in resources and chances.A  nation woke an alarm bell that we needed to do something or face economic incompeteiveness, bad for democracy. 
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A new generation determined to make a difference… 
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• Teachers 
• Administrators 
• Researchers 
• Policymakers 
• Funders 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So...a large number of idealistic people entered the field at different levels.Including one pictured in this ID to show how idealistic i was, but obviously marginally employable.So we embarked on a zigzag journey that continues to this day.
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1998 Report to NSF on STEM and Disability 
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• Mixed Method 
• NPSAS 
• Case studies of 10 campuses 
• Surveys of STEM Faculty 
• Focus groups with high school 

students 
• Interviews with scientists with 

disabilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the early projects I got work on was study of persons with disabilities in STEM for NSF.It was mixed method and super fun.NSF wanted to know about attendance patterns so we looked a national data.NSF wanted to know about the climate for students with disabilities on different campuses . So we did case studies.Attitudes of faculty – survey.Attitudes of youth – focus groupsHow to make it - mixUnderstand the extent of participation in postsec stem, persectives of faculty, students, in HS and MS.
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Something needed to be done… 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A lot of us have been busy.Lots of programs – some good, maybe some not – initiatives from NSF and ED.We got legistlation with new requirements and rules.We adopted and then unadopted standards.We’ve invested a ton.
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How’d we do? Change is possible… 
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• Parental Expectations up 10 
percentage points. 
 

• Postsecondary attendance 
almost doubles – up 19 
percentage points 

** p < .01; *** p < .001. 
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education Programs, National Longitudinal Transition Study (NLTS), Waves 1 
and 2 parent interviews, 1987 and 1990; U.S. Department of Education, Institute of Education Sciences, National Center for Special 
Education Research, National Longitudinal Transition Study-2 (NLTS2), Waves 1 and 3 parent interviews and youth interviews/surveys, 
2001 and 2005. 
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2- or 4-Year College Enrollment 
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STEM Major 
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2- or 4-Year College Graduation 
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STEM Major Graduation 
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Access to STEM in High School Inequity 

13 13 SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, Office of Civil Rights 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many african american, latino, and native american youth do not have access to science and math courses in HS.
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NAEP Scores are disappointing 

14 14 SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Assessment of Education Progress 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It doesn’t matter what assessments you look at, the results aren’t great.  Improvement is agonizingly slow.More than half are below proficient.



What’s the big deal about STEM? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
O



Presenter
Presentation Notes
One reason to care about STEM is that your boss thinks you should.President Obama seems to think that it’s important way of being and to change it.
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STEM occupations are growing 

17 17 SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor Statistics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are more opportunities and demand for STEM backgrounds.And STEM oriented occupations are forecast to grow faster than other fields.
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What do we want? 
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• Problem solvers 
• Critical Thinking 
• Collaborative 
• Connected 
• Creative 
• Negotiate 
• Flexibility 
• Lifelong learners 
• Grit/perseverance 
• Growth/Mindset 

 

• Computational 
Thinking 

• Inquiry 
• Reasoning 
• Literate 
• Technologically adept 
• Communicative 
• Judgment 
• Innovate 
• Self Directed 
• Independent 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the literacies...In the 21st century, we argue that a different set of skills is required for individual and organizational success.We want problem solversCritical thinkersCollaboratorsCreative Those who show grit.
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STEM fields get us the 21st century skills that we want  

19 19 SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, Office of Civil Rights 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are all the types of traits that you find in STEM fields.
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Pipeline leading to STEM graduation 

21 21 SOURCE: NCES Digest of Education Statistics and Science and Engineering Indicators (New Schools Venture Fund)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally...this nice graphic from new schools show what we are up against.Out of every 4 million 9thgraders, we end up with 167,000 stem grades.
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Why am I optimistic about the future? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am very lucky to have had jobs that take me around the country.I get to meet people at all levels of the education system.  Much of the time, I am impressed.  Sometimes inspired.This is a visual summary of a cyberlearning mtg a couple of years ago.So much creativity in thinking about policy.So much about innovation, technoogy, data, new roles for research, ambitous goals.So much about aiming big.And this is just the tip of the iceberg.
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Just a sampling… 
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• Learning Sciences 
• Technologies 

• VR 
• Online Learning 
• Collaborative Learning 

• Assessments 
• Evidence 
• Noncognitive skills 
• Flipped Classrooms 
• New roles for teachers 
• Teacher leadership 
• Student voice 

 

• Universal Design for Learning 
• Collaboration 
• Data Analytics 
• Real Time Checks 
• Any time, Any where 
• Mentoring Relationships 
• Broader Audiences 
• Connected Toys 
• Virtual Reality 
• Video 
• Speech Recognition 
• Social Networks 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the last 20 years...we have learned so much about how people learn, developed tools, assessments...All of these things have promise, some evidence, but needs more.



Universal Design For Learning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Broadening participation and quality..Molecular Workbench…multipe represenatonsScience Notebook...
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End of Average – Todd Rose 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
UDL starts with what we know about learners.Todd Rose has written a great book called the end of average.In this book, he challenges that averages really exist at all, and that our use of them leads us to make poorer decisions.
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Jaggedness 

27 27 SOURCE: The End of Average, Todd Rose 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fundamental concept is the idea of jaggedness.In the 50s, the airforce asked manufacterers to build cockpit to fit the sizes that their pilots actually were.I don’t if these guys are pilots, but they sure don’t look the same.More importantly, neither of them is average on anything.
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Jaggedness 
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“If we design our instruction 
for the ‘average’ learner, 
we’re designing for no one.” 

The Myth of Average 
http://youtu.be/4eBmyttcfU4 

SOURCE: The End of Average, Todd Rose 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This applies directly to the work we do in schools.This young woman has high memory and language and knowledge skills but low vocabulary ones.Also...not average on any of them.Todd’s point is that when we design to the average, you end up with things that don’t work well for anyone.Many of our educational practices are like that.

http://youtu.be/4eBmyttcfU4


UDL Assumptions: Expert Learners 

The goal of instruction is to develop  
expert learners 

 

Purposeful, motivated learners 
 
Resourceful, knowledgeable learners 
 
Strategic, goal-directed learners 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK…UDL wants us all to be as good at learning as we can.Purposeful, motivated learnersResourceful, knowledgeable learnersStrategic, goal-directed learners



Three Learning Networks 

For purposeful, 
motivated learners, 
stimulate interest 
and motivation for 
learning. 

For resourceful, 
knowledgeable 
learners, present 
information and 
content in different 
ways 

For strategic, goal-
directed learners, 
differentiate the 
ways that students 
can express what 
they know 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based the learning networks in the brain…Recognition networks allows for content to be provided in different ways.  Options for comprehension. Options for languageStrategic network – the how – is to differentiate the ways students respond.Affective is the why – motivationg/ affect... Options for motivation, options for interest
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UDL in K-12 
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• Prototypes 
• Curricula 
• Commercial products 
• Assessment 
• Implementation 

 
 

• Literacy 
• STEM 
• Stereotype Threat 
• Gaming 
• Online learning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most R&D has been done in k-12...prototypes, commercial, assessment, implementation.In many areas of the 



Multiple Means of Engagement: 
Optimize Choice & Autonomy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is Udio  - a literacy environment designed to get students who had been turned off to reading to get reengaged thorugh high intreest texts and scaffolded activities.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Higher education folks including colleges of education have started to focus on UDLTAC grant...attention community and techical grant...Still, the experience for most don’t experience UDL...You might be asked to deliver...Districts have adopted...National STEM course...
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UDL in Higher Education 

41 41 

Course Design 
• Syllabus 
• Emotion and 

Learning 
• Assessment 

• Blended Courses 
• Case Based Learning 

 

Media and Materials 
• Video 
• Audio 
• Images 
• Text 
• Epubs  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TAC grant...attention community and techical grant...Most don’t experience UDL...You might be asked to deliver...Districts have adopted...National STEM course...



We do Need Evidence from 
Research 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s lots of good things happening in UDL, teacher ed, and other promising areas.We have work to do figure out what makes sense.And we need research to do it.
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Research to Practice Complaints 
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• Many of these areas have little 
research 

• Mixed Quality 
• Research takes time 
• Research doesn’t always 

translate to practice 
• Research can be hard to 

understand 
• Research doesn’t replicate 
• Research is complicated 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/socialcareevidenceinpractice/2012/11/21/bridging-the-gap-between-research-and-practice-exploring-methods/As a research guy, I often hear complaints about research…There isn’t any on the topic.It’s not any good.Takes to long.Doesn’t translate to practiceHard to understand.I empathize.  And we are listening and trying to improve.And...I think we have.
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Promising Trends to Apply to STEM Research Approaches 
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• What Works Clearinghouse    What works questions 

• Implementation Science            Under what conditions 

• Improvement Science             Iterative improvement cycles 

• Research-Practitioner Partnerships   Shared vision and commitment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standards for group designs and single subject designsTopic area reviewsIndividual Study ReviewsWeb Resource for ConsumersPractice GuidesIncreasingly recognized by government agencies as the standard for producing researchIESI3First in the WorldNSFBetter information on the quality of education researchIncreased Awareness of Study Quality among usersIncreased the skills of researchersA community of reviewers.Higher quality research for what works questionsPractice Guides for domains where insufficient information existsHowever – not all questions are what works ones and those don’t always tell you what will work and what won’t.  The work of dan fixen and others on implementation science has a series of methods for establishing conditions under which things work, and how to measure them…to see fidelity.Tony Bryk’s work on improvement science has also led us in the direction of working with teachers to define problems and work on short cycles of improvement.And...too often...reserachers talk to researchers and no one else.  We have made advanceents through NSF inititaives and collaboraties that create partnerships.  When they are long term and committed, they have a better chance at sustaing em.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So…in a UDL way...To enact this vision, it’s not going to be one type of research.We’ll need DBIR.We’ll need large scale analytics.We’ll need some experiements.It’s going to be team effort.That’s how we can achieve this vision.Thank you.
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